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Abstract. In the field of cryptography, the three-party authenticated key exchange protocol is an important tool, 

especially in the secure communication areas. In this protocol, two clients share a human-memorable password with a 
trusted server whereby the two clients receive a secure session key. Most recently, Huang proposed a simple and 
efficient three party password-based key exchange protocol. She claimed that the proposed protocol is secure against 
various attacks. However, Yoon and Yoo proved an undetectable online password guessing attack on Huang’s 
protocol. In the present paper, an unknown key share attack on Huang’s three party PAKE protocol using undetectable 
online password guessing attack is demonstrated.  Additionally, an alternative protocol that eliminates this attack is 
proposed.  Moreover, the proposed protocol requires only four message transmission rounds. 

Keywords: Huang’s three party PAKE protocol; undetectable online password guessing attack; unknown key 
share attack; password. 

 

1. Introduction 

Three party authenticated key exchange protocol 
(PAKE) is invariably an important cryptographic tool 
in the area of secure communication whereby a pair of 
clients communicate over a public unreliable channel 
while generating a secure session key. This, rather 
simple and efficient protocol requires the users to 
memorize low-entropy password. In a three-party 
PAKE protocol, each client first shares a human-
memorable password with a trusted server, and then 
when two clients want to agree a session key, they 
resort to the trusted server for authenticating each 
other. However, these types of password based key 
exchange protocols are susceptible to password 
guessing attacks since users generally prefer easy to 
remember passwords. During a password guessing 
attack, the attacker’s main aim is to retrieve the 
legitimate communication party’s password. In 
general, the password guessing attacks can be divided 
into three classes and they are listed below [1]: 

• Detectable online password guessing attacks: 
An attacker attempts to use a guessed password in an 
online transaction. He/she verifies the correctness of 
his/her guess using the response from server. A failed 
guess can be detected and logged by the server. 

• Undetectable online password guessing 
attacks: Similar to Detectable online password 
guessing attacks, an attacker tries to verify a password 
guess in an online transaction. However, a failed guess 

cannot be detected and logged by server, as server is 
not able to distinguish an honest request from a 
malicious one. 

• Off-line password guessing attacks: An attacker 
guesses a password and verifies his/her guess off-line. 
No participation of server is required, so the server 
does not notice the attack. 

The first ever practical key exchange protocol was 
proposed by Diffie-Hellman [2]. This landmark 
finding was followed up by other two-party PAKE 
protocols [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Bellovin and Merritt [8] 
proposed the first PAKE protocol, known as 
Encrypted key Exchange (EKE) protocol. However, 
the two party PAKE protocols are only suitable for the 
client-server architecture. Many researchers have 
recently begun to study the three-party PAKE 
protocols [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. 

Recently, Lu and Cao [16] proposed a simple 
three-party key exchange (STPKE) protocol based on 
the chosen-basis computational Diffie-Hellman 
(CCDH) assumption. There protocol was claimed to 
be able to resist various attacks and is superior to 
similar protocols and comparatively more efficient. 
Nevertheless, Kim and Choi [18] proved that the 
STPKE protocol is vulnerable to undetectable online 
password guessing attacks by using formal 
description. They proposed an alternative protocol 
(STPKE’ protocol). 

In 2009, Huang proposed a novel, simple three 
party password – based key exchange (3 PAKE) 
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protocol [19]. Yoon and Yoo proved an undetectable 
online password guessing attack on 3 PAKE protocol 
[20]. 

In the current study, an unknown key share attack 
(A client ‘B’ not supposedly involved in a protocol run 
can end up sharing a session key with client ‘A’, but 
‘A’ thinking it is sharing key with client ‘C’) using 
undetectable online password guessing attack is  
demonstrated on the Huang’s protocol. 

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 
reviews Huang’s protocol and undetectable online 
password guessing attack on Huang’s protocol. 
Section 3 describes unknown key share attack on 
Huang’s protocol. Section 4 describes the proposed 
protocol. Section 5 reports the security and efficiency 
analyses and the concluding remarks are made in 
section 6. 

2. Review of Huang’s 3 party PAKE protocol 

The notations used in the paper are defined as 
follows: 

p : a large prime 
g : generator with order q (q!2256) 
S: trusted server 

Apw : password shared between A and server 

Bpw : password shared between B and server 
BA, : two identity numbers  of clients (users) 

h ( ): a public one-way hash function 
x , Ar : random numbers chosen by client A 
y , Br : random numbers chosen by client B 

SF ( ): trapdoor function 

2.1. Huang’s 3 party PAKE protocol 

This section briefly reviews Huang’s 3 party PAKE 
protocol. 

Step 1. User A chooses a random number x  and 
computes 

),,()mod( BApwhpgR A
x

A �� , then 

sends ,(A )AR to user B, where �  signifies 
an exclusive-or operator.

Step 2. User B chooses a random number y  and 
computes

),,()mod( BApwhpgR B
y

B �� , then 

sends ),,,( BA RBRA to server. 

Step 3: Server finds ),,( BApwhRg AA
x ��  and 

).,,( BApwhRg BB
y ��  Server selects a 

random number z  and computes 

., yzxz gbga ��  Server calculates 
),( x

AA gpwhbZ ��  and 
).,( y

BB gpwhaZ �� Server sends 

BA ZZ ,   to user B . 

Step 4: User B finds ),( y
BB gpwhZa ��  and 

the session key  .xyzy gaK ��  He 

computes ),( BKhSB �  and forwards 

BA SZ ,  to User A. 

Step 5: User A finds ),( x
AA gpwhZb ��  and 

the session key .xyzx gbK �� Then A 

checks whether ),( BKhSB �  holds or not. 
If it does not hold, A terminates the protocol. 

Otherwise, A is convinced that 
xyzgK �  is a 

valid session key. Then he computes 
),( AKhS A � and sends it to user B.  

Step 6: Upon receiving AS , user B computes 
),( AKhS A � and checks whether it is 

correct or not. If it is not correct, B terminates 
the protocol. Otherwise, K  is a valid session 
key. Both the users A and B can use this 
session key K  for secure communication. 
Here, K  is only used for one session. 

2.2. Undetectable online password guessing attack 

This section demonstrates undetectable online 
password guessing attack on Huang’s three party 
PAKE protocol, demonstrated by Yoon & Yoo, which 
allows one party’s password to be revealed to another 
party by a guessing attack. i.e. B can guess A’s 

password Apw [20]. 

Step1: User A chooses a random number x  and 
computes 

),,()mod( BApwhpgR A
x

A �� , then 

sends ,(A )AR  to user B. 

Step2: User B guesses a password, 
*

Apw and finds 

).,,( * BApwh A  B calculates 

),,,( * BApwhR AA � which is 

)mod( * pg x
. Let .modmod

*

pgpg yx �  

Step 3: ),,()mod( BApwhpgR B
y

B ��  is 

computed. B forwards ),,,( BA RBRA  to 
server. 
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Step 4: Upon receiving ),,,( BA RBRA , the server 

first uses Apw and Bpw  to compute 
),,( BApwhRg AA

x ��  and 
),,( BApwhRg BB

y ��  respectively. 
Then S chooses another random number z
and computes 

.mod,mod pgbpga yzxz ��  Finally, S 

sends ( BA ZZ ,  ) to user B, where 
),( x

AA gpwhbZ ��  and 
).,( y

BB gpwhaZ ��  

Step 5: Now B finds a  and b where 
),( y

BB gpwhZa ��  and 

),(
** x

AA gpwhZb �� . If ba �  then 
the password guessed is correct.  

Therefore, B can get the real password Apw  of A 
using an undetectable online password guessing 
attack, wherein B runs the server S without detected 
by A (No participation of A is required). 
Figure 1 illustrates Undetectable online password 
guessing attack. 

3. Unknown key share attack on Huang’s 3 
party PAKE protocol  

This section demonstrates unknown key share 
attack on Huang’s three party PAKE protocol. 

Let us assume A and C want to establish a session 
key. Here B can perform an unknown key share attack, 
using the password of A by first mounting 
undetectable online password guessing attack as 
shown in Fig. 1. Now, B knows A’s password.  The 
client B who is not supposedly involved in a protocol 
run may end up sharing a session key with client  A 
while A thinks he/she is sharing key with client C. 
Fig. 2 illustrates Unknown key share attack. 

Step 1: User A chooses a random number x and 
computes 

),,()mod( CApwhpgR A
x

A �� , then 

sends ,(A )AR  to user C. 

Step 2: User B intercepts ),( ARA  this message. As 

he/she has already got the Apw (as shown in 

section 2.2), he/she computes ),,( CApwh A  

and ),,( CApwhRg AA
x �� . Now, AR  

will be modified as: 
),,(' BApwhgR A

x
A �� . 

Step 3: User B chooses a random number y  and 
computes 

),,()mod( BApwhpgR B
y

B �� , then 

sends ),,',( BA RBRA  to server. 

Step 4: As S believes that A and B want to establish a 
session key, it finds 

),,(' BApwhRg AA
x ��   and 

).,,( BApwhRg BB
y ��  S chooses a 

random number z  and computes 
yzxz gbga �� , and 

),( x
AA gpwhbZ �� , 

),( y
BB gpwhaZ �� . Then S sends 

BA ZZ ,   to B. 

Step 5: B finds ),( y
BB gpwhZa ��  and 

.xyzy gaK ��  

Step 6: B calculates ),( CKhSC �  to make A 
believe that the message is from C. It sends 

CA SZ , to A. 

Step 7: A finds ),( x
AA gpwhZb �� , 

xyzx gbK ��  and verifies CS
 , believing 

that the message is from C (But it is from B). 
A ends up thinking it is sharing a key with C. But 

B has obtained the key. 

4. The proposed protocol 

Trap door function concept was introduced into 
Encrypted key exchange protocol by Chang and 
Chang [21]. As a result of this, most of the attacks i.e. 
unknown key share attack, impersonation of the 
initiator and impersonation of the responder attacks 
are avoided. Many to one trapdoor function [22] is 
utilized in the proposed protocol to prevent password 
guessing attacks since trapdoor can be opened only by 
the server.  

This section presents the proposed protocol. In the 
proposed protocol, parallel message transmission 
mechanism is utilized to reduce one message 
transmission round in comparison with the Huang’s 3 
party PAKE protocol. Fig. 3 illustrates the proposed 
protocol. 

Step1: User A generates two random number Arx,  

and computes )( AS rF  and 
),,,()mod( BApwrhpgR AA

x
A �� , 

then sends ))(,,( ASA rFRA  to server. 

User B generates two random number Bry,  

and computes )( BS rF and 
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User A User B Server 
 

Apwx,
 

y  z  

1) ),,( BApwhgR A
x

A ��  

 �� �� ARA,   

2) guess password 
*

Apw  

find ).,,( * BApwh A  
[h( ) is a public one-way hash function] 

find  ),,,( * BApwhR AA � = 
*xg  

let yx gg �
*

 

),,( BApwhgR B
y

B ��  

��� �� BA RBRA ,,,  

 3) ),,( BApwhRg AA
x ��  

 ),,( BApwhRg BB
y ��  

 
yzxz gbga �� ,  

 ),( x
AA gpwhbZ ��  

 ).,( y
BB gpwhaZ ��  

�� �� BA ZZ ,  

4) ),( y
BB gpwhZa ��  

),(
** x

AA gpwhZb ��  

check ba �  

If ba �  password guessed is correct 
 

Figure 1. Undetectable on-line password guessing attack on Huang’s 3 party PAKE protocol 

 

 ),,,()mod( BApwrhpgR BB
y

B �� , 

then sends  ))(,,( BSB rFRB  to server. 

Step 2: Server extracts BA rr ,  from )( AS rF  and  
)( BS rF  and finds 

),,,( BApwrhRg AAA
x ��  and 

),,,( BApwrhRg BBB
y �� . S selects a 

random number z and computes 
yzxz gbga �� , . Server calculates 

),,( x
AAA gpwrhbZ ��  and 

),,( y
BBB gpwrhaZ �� , sends AZ  to 

user A and BZ to user B. 

Step 3: User A finds ),,( x
AAA gpwrhZb ��  

and the session key 
xyzx gbK ��  . Then 

he/she computes ),( AKhS A �  and sends 
to User B. Meanwhile, User B finds 

),,( y
BBB gpwrhZa ��  and the session 

key .xyzy gaK ��  

Step 4: User B computes ),( BKhSB �  and sends 

to User A. A and B verifies   BS  and AS , 
respectively.
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User A User B  Server 

Apwx,  Bpwy,  

1) ),,( CApwhgR A
x

A ��  

 �� �� ARA,   

‘B’ intercepts this message  i.e. it gets AR . 
(from Undetectable on-line password guessing attack it 

has already obtained A’s  password) 

compute ),,( CApwh A  

compute ),,( CApwhRg AA
x ��  

Now AR  will be modified as follows: 

),,(' BApwhgR A
x

A ��  

2’) ),,( BApwhgR B
y

B ��  

��� �� BA RBRA ,,',  
 (‘S’ believes that ‘A’ & ‘B’ want to  
 establish a session key) 

 3) ),,(' BApwhRg AA
x ��  

 ).,,( BApwhRg BB
y ��  

 
yzxz gbga �� ,  

 ),( x
AA gpwhbZ ��  

 ),( y
BB gpwhaZ ��  

 �� �� BA ZZ ,   

4) ),( y
BB gpwhZa ��  

.xyzy gaK ��  

To make ‘A’ believe that the message is from ‘C’, B will calculate: ),( CKhSC �  

 �� �� CA SZ ,
 

5) ),( x
AA gpwhZb ��  

xyzx gbK ��  

Verify: ),( CKhSC �
(Confirms that the message is from 
 ‘C’ but it is from ‘B’) 

),( AKhS A �  

 ��� AS  

 Check: ),( AKhS A �   
  

Figure 2. Unknown key share attack on Huang’s 3 party PAKE protocol 
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User A User B  Server 
 
x , Ar , Apw  y , Br , Bpw  z  

)( AS rF  )( BS rF  

),,,( BApwrhgR AA
x

A ��  ),,,( BApwrhgR BB
y

B ��     
  

 )(,, ASA rFRA  
 

 )(,, BSB rFRB  
 

 Extract BA rr ,  from )( AS rF and )( BS rF  

 ),,,( BApwrhRg AAA
x ��  

 ),,,( BApwrhRg BBB
y ��    

 
yzxz gbga �� ,  

 ),,( x
AAA gpwrhbZ ��  

 ),,( y
BBB gpwrhaZ ��  

 AZ  BZ  
 
 

),,( x
AAA gpwrhZb ��  ),,( y

BBB gpwrhZa ��  

 
xyzx gbK ��  .xyzy gaK ��  

),( AKhS A �  ),( BKhSB �   

 AS  

 BS  
 

Verify : ),( BKhSB �  Verify : ),( AKhS A �  

Figure 3. The proposed protocol 

 
5. Security and efficiency analyses 

The following are the security requirements to be 
met by a password key exchange protocol [21]: 
� resistance to the password guessing attacks; 
� transmission round. 

The proposed protocol is satisfying the above 
requirements. In this section, we present a brief report 
on the security analyses of our protocol with respect to 
requirements. 

Resistance to the password guessing attacks:  
First, a malicious attacker may want to guess the 

password with undetectable online password guessing 
attack. Then he/she computes 

),,,()mod( * BApwrhpgR AA
x

A ��  and 

sends )(,, ASA rFRA  to server. Server extracts Ar  

and computes ),,,( * BApwrhRg AAA
x �� (this 

will not be equal to the obtained xg  which is equal to 

),,,( BApwrhR AAA � ). Since xg  itself is wrong, 

the computed ‘a’, ‘ AZ ’ will not be correct.Then the 
retrieved key is not a valid one. Hence, undetectable 
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online password guessing attacks fail to be mounted 
on the proposed protocol, by a malicious attacker from 
outside. 

If ‘B’ tries to guess A’s password then he intercepts 
the message ),,,()mod( BApwrhpgR AA

x
A ��  

and guesses a password *
Apw . But 

),,,( * BApwrh AA  cannot be computed since rA is 
protected by Trapdoor function and it is impossible to 
open the trapdoor function until trapdoor is known. 
Hence ‘B’ cannot mount an undetectable on-line 
password guessing attack on the proposed protocol. 

Second, an adversary may try to mount off-line 
password guessing attack to guess the password. Upon 
intercepting )(, ASA rFR  or )(, BSB rFR , he cannot 
open the trapdoor and get rA or rB. Hence, off-line 
password guessing attacks cannot be mounted on the 
proposed protocol. 

Unknown Key share attack: If any attacker C 
tries to mount an unknown key share attack, then 
he/she frames his own message C , CR , )( CS rF   

(where ),,,( CApwrhgR CC
w

C �� ) and sends it 
to server. Server believes the communication is 
between A & C, he extracts CA rr ,  from )( AS rF  and  

)( CS rF  and finds ),,,( CApwrhRg AAA
x ��  

(this will not be equal to actual xg  as the actual 

),,,( BApwrhRg AAA
x �� ) and 

),,,( CApwrhRg CCC
w �� . As xg  calculated 

is wrong the key obtained will not be a valid session 
key. Hence it is impossible to mount unknown key 
share attack until password of A or B is known. 

Perfect forward secrecy: The enhanced protocol 
has the perfect forward secrecy. The session key is 
computed as follows: yx abK �� . If the attacker 
gets AZ  or BZ  , then in order to obtain the session 
key, he should know rA or rB and x or y. Since this is 
not possible he cannot get the key. 

The session keys generated in different sessions 
are independent since rA, x, rB and y are randomly 
chosen by A & B, respectively. This indicates that the 
attacker cannot obtain previous session keys even if he 
obtains the session key used in this run. 

Known-Key Security: In the enhanced protocol, 

BA rxr ,,  and y are randomly chosen by A and B, and 
are independent among protocol executions. This 
leads to the in-vulnerability of Known-Key security. 

Trivial attack: An attacker may directly try to 
compute the session key from AZ  or BZ . However, 
due to the intractability of DLP and the one-wayness 
of hash function, the trivial attack is not possible in 
the proposed protocol. 

Replay attack: Since the user does not know the 
password, the random number is protected using one 
way trapdoor hash function, as a result of this, he 
cannot retrieve the key xyzgK � . The proposed 
protocol is in-vulnerable of this attack. 

Transmission round: The efficiency of Three 
Party password-based key exchange protocol is 
measured in terms of the number of transmission 
rounds (steps) and the computation complexity . Table 
1 shows the comparison analyses of the proposed 
protocol and Huang’s three party PAKE protocol. 
From the view point of the transmission round, our 
protocol adopts the parallel message transmission 
mechanism (i.e  A#S and B#S)  to achieve fewer 
transmission rounds than the protocol proposed by 
Huang (i.e. A#B#S ). 

Table 1. Comparison between the proposed protocol and 
Huang’s three party PAKE protocol  

 Proposed 
protocol 

Huang’s 3 
PAKE protocol 

Communication party A B S A B S 
Modular exponentiation 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Hash function 3 3 2 3 3 2 
TDF (Trap door function) 1 1 2 0 0 0 
Random number 2 2 1 1 1 1 
Total round numbers  4   5  

6. Conclusion 

Three-party authenticated key exchange protocol is 
an important cryptographic tool in the secure 
communication areas. By this protocol two clients will 
share human-memorable passwords with a trusted 
server. In turn they obtain a secure session key. Most 
recently, Huang proposed a simple and efficient three 
party password-based key exchange protocol. She 
claimed that the proposed protocol is secure against 
various attacks.  

The present study demonstrated an unknown key 
share attack on Huang’s 3 PAKE protocol. 
Additionally, an alternative protocol is proposed to 
eliminate these attacks.  Moreover, the proposed 
protocol is efficient and requires only four message 
transmission rounds and it is secure.  
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